SAWS
10” Compound Miter Saw

C10FCG

The Hitachi C10FCG 10” Compound Miter Saw is lightweight for easier
transport. The 15 Amp motor generates a no-load speed of up to 5,000 RPM
for making crosscuts and miter cuts with ease. This saw offers a bevel range
of 0-45 degrees to the left to provide clean and accurate bevel cuts. It is
designed for woodworkers who demand precision, reliability and versatility
on the job.
24.2lbs light weight to facilitate maneuverability and easier transport
15 Amp motor delivers high power for the toughest cutting jobs
0-52 degree miter angle range to the right & left for increased flexibility

Available as part of a
package, see page 9

INCLUDES: 24T TCT saw blade - Dust Bag - Vise Assembly - 5mm
Hex Bar Wrench - Holder

10” Compound Miter Saw w/ Laser Marker

C10FCH2

This 10” Compound Miter Saw offers the ultimate in form and function. With
its agressive design, there is no doubt that this saw is designed for the
professional. The C10FCH2 features a powerful 15 Amp motor, vibration
reducing horizontal handle and Hitachi’s laser marker system. “Great saw,
great price- that sums up the Hitachi” - Popular Mechanics Magazine
Hitachi’s Laser Marker System for increased cutting accuracy
15 Amp motor delivers high power for the toughest cutting jobs
0-52 degree miter angle range to the right & left for increased flexibility

INCLUDES: 10” 24T TCT Saw Blade - Pivoting Flip Fence - Dust Bag Vise Assembly - 10mm Box Wrench - 4mm Hex Bar Wrench - Material
Support Extension

12” Dual Compound Miter Saw w/ Laser Marker

C12FDH

The C12FDH 12” Dual Compound Miter Saw features Hitachi’s laser marker
system for cutting accuracy. The saw head bevels to the right or left- allowing
the material to stay securely in place for ultimate cutting efficiency. It cuts
various types of wood, crown molding, plywood, decorative panels, soft
fiberboard, hardboard and aluminum sashes.
Laser marker system accurately indicates where the blade will cut on the material
Powerful 15 Amp motor with 1,950 Watts of output power
Elastomer compound coats the horizontal handle, reducing vibration

INCLUDES: 12” 32T TCT Saw Blade - Dust Bag - Vise Assembly - Box
Wrench - Hex Bar Wrench
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SAWS
7 1/4” 15 Amp Circular Saw

C7SB3

Engineered for heavy-duty performance, this Circular Saw has a powerful
15 Amp motor for ripping OSB, 2x4’s, plywood and other typical framing
materials.
Bevel capacity from 0-55 degrees
15 Amp motor provides an impressive 6000 RPM no load speed
Lightweight, weighing only 9.5 pounds

INCLUDES: Carrying Bag - 24-Tooth Premium Framing/Ripping Blade
- 10mm Wrench

Variable Speed Jig Saw w/ Blower

CJ90VST

The CJ90VST Variable Speed Jig Saw with blower is lightweight and built for
comfort, yet delivers an impressive cut capacity in wood and metal. Applications include cutting shapes in various wood pieces, cutting metals like mild
steel, aluminum and copper, cutting synthetic resin materials, cutting decorative sheets and thin construction materials as well as cutting stainless steel
sheets.
4-Mode orbital action to increase cutting efficiency through various materials
Tool-less blade changing system allows for quick and easy blade changes
Powerful dust blower keeps debris away from the cutting path

INCLUDES: No. 41 Jig Saw Blade - Allen Wrench

16” Rear Handle Chain Saw 32.2cc

CS33EB16

Featuring excellent power to weight, this commercial grade chain saw is
ideal for pruning, hobby work and firewood cuts. Powered by Hitachi’s PureFire Low Emission two-stroke engine, it contains a chrome plated cylinder,
forged steel connecting rod and heavy-duty gear driver oiler for ultimate
durability. In addition, this chainsaw has two bar mounting studs to keep the
Oregon chain at peak cutting efficiency, and is backed by Hitachi’s industry
leading seven-year consumer warranty for Outdoor Power Equipment.
32.2cc, 1.6 hp commercial grade engine provides excellent cutting performance
PureFire low emission 2-stroke engine technology
Five point anti-vibration system provides maximum comfort to get more done

INCLUDES: 16” Oregon Bar & Chain - Bar & Chain Protective Cover Scrench
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GRINDERS / SANDERS
4 1/2” 5.1 Amp Angle Grinder

G12SS2

The G12SS2 4-1/2” Angle Grinder is lightweight and compact offering
performance and durability. It features a smaller grip diameter, which
contributes to more control and less fatigue during continuous use. It is
perfect for grinding metal and masonry, removing rust and paint, and sanding
various surfaces.
At just 4 lbs the high power-to-weight ratio allows for optimal control
Class leading overloading durability for increased life and reliability

Available as part of a
package, see back cover

Low-profile gear housing and a compact body perfect for tight areas

INCLUDES: Grinding Wheel - Wheel Guard - Side Handle - Wrench

3.5 Amp Oscillating Multi Tool Kit

CV350V

The new Hitachi CV350V tool kit is a lightweight Multi Tool that is equipped
with a powerful 3.5 Amp motor for professional use. It is designed with the
Hitachi Auto Variable Speed Mode function which helps to lower vibration
and noise during no-load operation and to preserve the life of the motor. The
CV350V is ideal for cutting, scraping, grinding or sanding just about anything
with the appropriate accessory.
Soft start for user safety
Universal design accepts the majority of accessories that are available
Tool-less blade change allows for quick and easy blade change

INCLUDES: (2) Wood Cutting Blades - (1) Sanding Pad - (9) 60-Grit Sand
Paper - (9) 120-Grit Sand Paper - (9) 240-Grit Sand Paper - Accessory
Storage Box - Carrying Bag

5” Random Orbital Finishing Sander, Variable Speed

SV13YST

The SV13YST 5” random orbit finishing sander features a palm grip design that gives the user complete control. Its soft elastomer covered body
provides a comfortable grip while also helping to reduce vibration.

Palm-style, soft comfort grip reduces vibration and provides a comfortable grip
Dust sealed rocker switch helps to extend tool life
9,000 to 13,000 RPM variable speed dial for super smooth finishes

INCLUDES: Sanding Paper 5”, A-P120 - Dust Bag
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ROUTERS / DRILLS / FASTENERS
2 1/4 Peak HP Variable Speed Fixed/Plunge Base Router Kit

KM12VC

The KM12VC 2-1/4 Peak HP Fixed/Plunge Base Router Kit is made for fine
groove cutting, chamfering, window cutting, trimming, shaping and cutting
patterns. Featuring Hitachi’s ergonomic styling and designed for precision,
this router kit would be a welcomed addition to any workshop.
11 Amp motor for precise, controlled cuts
2-stage motor release clamp for quick and accurate depth adjustments
Electronic speed control maintains constant RPMs even as load varies

INCLUDES: 1/2” Collet Chuck - 1/4” Collet Chuck - Template Guide
Adapter - Centering Gauge - 16mm Wrench - 23mm Wrench - 4mm Hex
Bar Wrench - Sub Base Plate - Hex Socket HD Bolt M5x10 (10 pcs) - Case

12V Peak Lithium-Ion Driver Drill & Impact Driver Combo Kit

KC10DFL2

Covered by Hitachi’s Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty, the KC10DFL2 is a
12V Peak Combo Kit that includes a driver drill (DS10DFL2) and an impact
driver (WH10DFL2). Also included are two 12V Peak Lithium Ion batteries,
a 5-position flashlight, quick charger, carrying case, 7-piece bit set and a
Phillips #2 driver bit. This compact kit is ideal for installations, electrical work,
HVAC and other trade applications as well as for woodworking and fine finish
applications.
Lithium Ion battery technology for lightweight, fade-free power
Free-standing design allows unit to stand on its own when not in use
Charger circuitry prevents overheating and power loss

18V Lithium-Ion Cordless 4-Piece Combo Kit

KC18DG4L

Covered by Hitachi’s Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty, the KC18DG4L is an
18V 4-Piece Combo Kit that includes a hammer drill (DV18DGL), an impact
driver (WH18DGL), a reciprocating saw (CR18DGL) and an LED flashlight (UB18DEL). Included alongside the tools are two 18V Lithium Ion Compact 3.0Ah
batteries (BSL1830C) for less weight in a more compact size than a traditional
3.0Ah Li-ion battery, while also providing fade-free power and protection
from over-charge, over-discharge and over-load. Other items included are a
battery charger, carrying bag and a Phillips #2 driver bit.
Lithium Ion battery technology for lightweight fade-free power
Ergonomic grip, center balanced design and lightweight reduces fatigue
Covered by Hitachi’s Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty and two-year Lithium
Ion battery warranty
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DRILLS / FASTENERS
18V Lithium-Ion Cordless 6-Piece Combo Kit

KC18DG6LPA

Covered by Hitachi’s Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty, the KC18DG6LPA is
an 18V 6-Piece Combo Kit that includes a hammer drill (DV18DGL), an impact
driver (WH18DGL), a reciprocating saw (CR18DGL), a circular saw (C18DGL),
a jig saw (CJ18DGL) and an LED flashlight (UB18DEL). Included alongside
the tools are two 18V Lithium Ion Compact 3.0Ah batteries (BSL1830C) for
less weight in a more compact size than a traditional 3.0Ah Li-ion battery,
while also providing fade-free power and protection from over-charge,
over-discharge and over-load. Other items included are a battery charger,
carrying bag and a Phillips #2 driver bit.
Lithium Ion battery technology for lightweight fade-free power
Covered by Hitachi’s Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty and two-year Lithium
Ion battery warranty

18V Lithium-Ion Driver Drill & Impact Driver Combo Kit

Available as part of a
package, see back cover

KC18DGL

Covered by Hitachi’s Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty, the KC18DGL is an
18V Combo Kit that includes a driver drill (DS18DGL) and an impact driver
(WH18DGL). Included alongside the tools are two 18V Lithium Ion batteries
that provide fade free power, less weight and 3X the total battery life of
traditional NiCd batteries. Other items included are a quick charger, carrying
bag and a double ended Phillips #2 driver bit.
DS18DGL 18V Lithium Ion Driver Drill that boasts 400 in/lbs of torque
WH18DGL 18V Lithium Ion Impact Driver that weighs only 3.1 lbs
Covered by Hitachi’s Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty and two-year Lithium
Ion battery warranty

3.6V Lithium-Ion Cordless Screwdriver

DB3DL2

Covered by Hitachi’s Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty, the DB3DL2 3.6V
Cordless Screwdriver features improved circuit protection to keep its motor
running longer in a newly designed tool body with improved LED light. It
converts easily from straight to pistol grip making it the perfect tool for tough
to reach spaces. It offers electricians, installers, woodworkers and other
professionals a superior power to weight ratio for a variety of fastening
applications.
Dual position handle converts from straight to pistol grip for maximum flexibility
Spindle lock for manual screw tightening
Built-in LED light illuminates the work surface

INCLUDES: (2) 1.5Ah 3.6V Lithium-Ion Batteries - Quick Charger Phillips Bit - Case
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DRILLS / NAILERS
18V Lithium-Ion Compact Driver Drill w/Flashlight

DS18DSAL

Rated “Best Buy” by a leading consumer publication and covered by Hitachi’s
Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty, the DS18DSAL is the first in Hitachi’s
Compact Professional series featuring an 18V Lithium Ion slide battery. It is
impressively lightweight and compact at 7.7” in length and weighing only
3.3lbs. The DS18DSAL is the ideal driver drill for anyone seeking professional
power in the most compact, lightweight and ergonomic tool body on the
market.
Available as part of a
package, see back cover

460 in/lbs of torque to power through the toughest jobs with ease
22+1 clutch offers 22 drive settings and one drill mode
LED job light illuminates the work surface and is ideal in dark work spaces

INCLUDES: (2) 18V 1.5Ah Lithium-Ion Slide Batteries - 18V Compact
Pro Flashlight - Quick Charger - 2-Sided #2 Phillips Bit - Carrying Case

3 1/2” Palm Nailer

NH90AB
The NH90AB 3-1/2” Palm Nailer accepts a 2-1/2” - 3-1/2” bulk fastener, while
offering superior maneuverability when working in confined areas. It is
ideal for installing joist hangers and metal connectors. Its 360 degree swivel plug allows the hose to hang at any angle instead of straight out adding
convenience when working in tight spaces. The over-molded rubber grip
provides comfort, absorbs vibration and improves control.

PHT15939 Compact Nailer Package
includes 3 1/2” Palm Nailer &
50’ Air Hose

Lightweight at only 1.3 lbs
360 degree swivel fitting for maximum maneuverability and ease of use
Front exhaust directs the air away from the user

INCLUDES: Safety Glasses

2” 18-Gauge Brad Nailer

NT50AE2S

The NT50AE2(S) 2” 18-Gauge Brad Nailer features a non-slip elastomer grip
trigger and ergonomically designed simple flip actuation switch. It is ideal for
trim work, furniture building and other finish applications. The NT50AE2(S)
accepts finish nails from 5/8” up to 2”.
PHT15945 Nailer Package
includes 18-Gauge Brad Nailer &
50’ Air Hose

Depth of drive dial allows the user to easily adjust the drive depth
Elastomer grip adds comfort and prevents slippage
No-mar tip on the nose protects the work piece from unintended markings

INCLUDES: Safety Glasses - 1/4” NPT Male Plug - No Mar Tip - Carrying
Case
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NAILERS / COMPRESSORS
18V Lithium-Ion Cordless 18-Gauge Straight Brad Nailer

NT1850DE

The NT1850DE 18-Gauge Cordless Brad Nailer allows the user to move easily
around the jobsite without hoses or compressors! Equipped with Brushless
motor technology and powered by a Compact 3.0Ah Lithium Ion battery, it is
capable of driving up to 1,650 nails per charge. It employs a unique air spring
drive system (similar to Hitachi’s pneumatic line) that uses compressed air to
drive each nail resulting in zero ramp up time.
Brushless motor for longer run time, less maintenance and increased durability
Tool-less depth of drive adjustment for flush drives into various materials
Side-lock switch is incorporated to prevent accidental firing

INCLUDES: (1) Compact 3.0Ah Lithium Ion Battery - Charger Contractor Bag - Safety Glasses

Portable 1 Gallon Quiet Air Compressor

EC28M

The EC28M Portable 1 Gallon Quiet Air Compressor uses a quiet industrial
oil-free pump that provides high durability with no maintenance requirement. It also features motor overload protection to stop the motor in a possible overload situation. Its stainless steel braided discharge hose resists
corrosion while remaining flexible. The industrial quick coupler enables easy
one handed operation for fast hose connection.
PHT15942 Compressor Package
includes 1 Gallon Compressor &
50’ Air Hose

Industrial Air Pressure Gauges steel encased for high durability
Compact and lightweight only 25 lbs. for easy transport
Rubber feet absorb shock, reduce vibration, and minimize crawling

4 Gallon Portable Electric Twin Stack Air Compressor

EC99S

The EC99S Twin Stack Compressor features an oil-lubricated cast iron
pump and 15 Amp direct drive induction motor for longer life. The motor is
protected by a thermal overload protection that stops the motor in a possible
overheating situation. Weighing just 52.9 lbs, the EC99S has an ergonomic
carrying handle to make it easier to transport to any jobsite. A universal quick
coupler and steel encased industrial gauges are factory installed on the unit
so it is ready to go out of the box.
PHT15948 Compressor Package
includes 4 Gallon Compressor &
50’ Air Hose

Cast iron, oil-lubricated pump for cooler operation and greater longevity
Lightweight and portable for easy jobsite transport
Motor thermal overload protection stops the motor in a possible overheating
situation
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SAWHORSES / OUTDOOR / PACKAGES
Heavy Duty Folding Sawhorses w/ Sawbucks - Set of 2

115445

Leading capacity at 1,200 lbs per pair
Includes (2) sawhorses and (4) sawbucks
Sawbucks designed to hold 2x4 flat on it’s side
Built in shelf and cord hooks
Indentions to support 2” thick lumber

Handheld Blower

RB24EAP
Covered by Hitachi’s industry leading 7-year Consumer warranty, the
RB24EAP hand held blower is one of the lightest (8.6 lbs) and most powerful
(at 441 CFM) blowers in its class. Available to both homeowners and
professionals, the RB24EAP features a purge primer for quick and simple
starts, a low emission PureFire engine and a large two finger throttle for
easier operation. The exceptional balance and light weight make it ideal for
small clean up, while it has the power to handle larger yard work.
23.9 cc Commercial grade 2-stroke engine for outstanding power
Class leading air volume at 441 CFM for excellent debris movement
Large two-finger throttle lever for easier operation

Heavy-Duty Miter Saw Stand

UU240F

The UU240F heavy-duty miter saw stand features a durable steel construction and can accept up to a 12” sliding miter saw. The included auxiliary
mounting brackets make it fully universal and eliminate the need of creating
an additional mounting surface. The quick-release mounting brackets offer
easy mounting and removal of the miter saw from the stand.
Heavy-duty steel construction can support up to 400lbs
Material support extensions (extend 8’) for supporting longer material
PHT15951 Miter Saw Package
includes 10” Compound Miter Saw &
Heavy-Duty Stand

Weighs only 50lbs for stability and easy transport

INCLUDES: Anchor Plates - Auxiliary Mounting Brackets
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PACKAGES
Professional Workshop Package

PHT15423

INCLUDES: Driver Drill - Impact
Driver - (1) 18V Lithium-Ion Battery
- Quick Charger - Carrying Bag Double Ended Phillips Driver Bit
- Waterloo 5-Drawer Tool Center
- Crescent 148 Piece Professional
Tool Set

Grinder Package
PHT13549

INCLUDES: 4 1/2” 5.1 Amp Angle Grinder
(G12SS2) - Safety Eyewear - Metal Cutting
Disc - Sanding Disc

Driver Drill Package
PHT15816

Driver Combo Package

PHT15819
INCLUDES: 12V Lithium-Ion Micro
Driver Drill - 12V Lithium-Ion
Impact Driver - (2) 12V Peak
Lithium-Ion Batteries - 14 pc. Black
Gold Drill Bit Set - 45 pc. T-Steel
Drive Set

INCLUDES: 18V Lithium-Ion Driver Drill 18V Compact Pro Flashlight - (2) 18V Lithium
Ion Batteries - Quick Charger - Double
Sided #2 Phillips Bit - Carrying Case - 14
pc. Black Gold Drill Bit Set - 45 pc. T-Steel
Drive Set

Corporate Sales Department
c/o Top Brands, Inc.
(920) 236-2800
(800) 431-2127
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